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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

Germany Breaks New Record in Arrivals to Cuba
Interview with Isabel Docampo Torres, Tourism Counselor of the Cuban Embassy in Germany. "Germany is
not only the first European issuer for Cuba, it is also the one that broke a new record in arrivals in 2017,
with 243,408 visitors."... »

SPECIAL FEATURES

TTC Special: Culinary art crucial in tourism world
Mexico, Jamaica, Peru and Dominican Republic in Latin America and the Caribbean, and Italy Holland and
Germany in Europe among other countries have decided that culinary tourism is a crucial piece of its
numerous offers for its visitors.... »

EVENTS

TTC Presents Special Edition in ITB Berlin 2018
From March 7 to 11, TTC will form part of the media that will circulate in the ITB Berlin 2018. The current
events of the Caribbean’s tourist industry featured in our edition, which, like last year, is especially
dedicated to the event, will be given by hand to professionals and visitors.... »

TOURISM

Point of View: Cuba Travel Services (CTS) First U.S.
Travel Company to Open Offices in Cuba
Cuba Travel Services, the leading charter and tour operator serving the destination with offices in
California, Florida, New Jersey, and Texas, announced today the upcoming opening of their Havana
location on March 31st.... »
EVENTS

It's official: Dominican Republic to offer health
tourism at Berlin’s international Fair
The Dominican Republic is one of the countries that at Berlin’s international Fair (ITB) will offer health
tourism as one of the segments with high expectations of development and will even double the
segment’s exhibition space.... »

TOURISM

A Good Closing of the Year, Caribbean Forecasts a
Better 2018
A record of more than 30 million travelers visited the Caribbean in 2017, despite the two devastating
hurricanes that hit the region. The Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO) also reported that the visitors
spent 37 billion dollars, almost 3% more than the previous year.”... »
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